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INSTALLATION ESSENTIALS PRICE LIST – JANUARY 2023

Ethernet Network Cables

IEC C14 Male - IEC C13 Female Power Extension/Jumper Lead

IEC extension cables ideal for making in-rack connections. Use with power 
conditioners, sequencers and power distribution units (PDUs).

Made with Procab’s PC3G15 H05VV-F power cables with 3x1.5mm² in a highly 
flexible PVC outer jacket of 8 mm. Terminated with a moulded IEC C14 (male) 
connector and IEC C13 (female) connector. Suitable for currents up to 16A.

CAB480/0.5 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 0.5m £4.10

CAB480/0.7 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 0.7m £4.60

CAB480/1 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 1.0m £5.60

CAB480/1.5 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 1.5m £7.40

CAB480/2 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 2.0m £8.90

CAB480/3 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 3.0m £12.30

CAB480/5 Power cable - euro power male - euro power female Black 5.0m £18.40

Premade Power Cables

CAT6 Patch Cables - Shielded, Low Smoke

The BSD560F features 4 pairs of solid 26 AWG conductors terminated with 
male RJ45 connectors with gold plated contacts. Shielding consisting of an 
overall aluminum foil offers a high immunity to noise and interference caused 
by external devices. The low-smoke & halogen free jacket material allows 
usage in installations in public and other demanding buildings.

BSD560F/0.5 Networking cable - CAT6 - F/UTP - RJ45 - LSHF Black 0.5m £2.55

BSD560F/1 Networking cable - CAT6 - F/UTP - RJ45 - LSHF Black 1.0m £3.30

BSD560F/1.5 Networking cable - CAT6 - F/UTP - RJ45 - LSHF Black 1.5m £4.35

BSD560F/2 Networking cable - CAT6 - F/UTP - RJ45 - LSHF Black 2.0m £5.65

BSD560F/3 Networking cable - CAT6 - F/UTP - RJ45 - LSHF Black 3.0m £7.40

BSD560F/5 Networking cable - CAT6 - F/UTP - RJ45 - LSHF Black 5.0m £11.00
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Audio Interconnects

XLR Male to RCA / Phono

The CLA701 uses Procab SIG44 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 2 x XLR male and 2 x RCA male.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA701/1.5 2 x XLR male - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 1.5m £12.00

CLA701/3 2 x XLR male - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 3.0m £13.30

XLR Female to RCA / Phono

The CLA705 uses Procab SIG44 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 2 x XLR female and 2 x RCA male.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA705/1.5 2 x XLR female - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 1.5m £14.30

CLA705/3 2 x XLR female - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 3.0m £16.10

3.5mm Stereo Jack to RCA / Phono

The CLA701 uses Procab SIG144 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 1 x 3.5mm stereo jack and 2 x RCA male.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA711/1.5 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 1.5m £5.90

CLA711/3 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 3.0m £7.40

CLA711/5 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 2 x RCA/Cinch male Black 5.0m £9.45

3.5mm Stereo Jack to XLR Male

The CLA712 uses Procab SIG44 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 2 x XLR female and 2 x RCA male.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA712/1.5 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 2 x XLR male Black 1.5m £11.00

CLA712/3 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 2 x XLR male Black 3.0m £12.25
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Audio Interconnects

3.5mm Stereo Jack to 6.3mm Mono Jack

The CLA701 uses Procab SIG144 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 1 x 3.5mm stereo jack and 2 x 6.3mm mono jacks.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA713/1.5 3.5 mm Jack stereo - 2 x 6.3 mm Jack mono Black 1.5m £6.65

CLA713/3 3.5 mm Jack stereo - 2 x 6.3 mm Jack mono Black 3.0m £8.70

3.5mm Stereo Jack to 3.5mm Stereo Jack

The CLA705 uses Procab SIG44 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded 3.5mm stereo jack connectors on each end.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA716/0.7 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 3.5 mm Jack male stereo Black 0.7m £4.35

CLA716/1.5 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 3.5 mm Jack male stereo Black 1.5m £4.60

CLA716/3 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 3.5 mm Jack male stereo Black 3.0m £5.90

CLA716/5 3.5 mm Jack male stereo - 3.5 mm Jack male stereo Black 1.5m £11.25

XLR Female to Balanced 6.3mm TRS Jack

The CLA723 uses Procab MC104 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 1 x  XLR female and and 1 x 6.3mm TRS jack.

The 28 AWG (0.08 mm²) thin & dense stranded bare copper conductors are 
surrounded by a high coverage bare copper spiral shielding. The durable 
shielding gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA723/1.5 XLR female - 6.3 mm Jack male stereo Black 1.5m £9.20

XLR Male to Balanced 6.3mm TRS Jack

The CLA724 uses Procab MC104 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded connectors - 1 x  XLR male and and 1 x 6.3mm TRS jack.

The 28 AWG (0.08 mm²) thin & dense stranded bare copper conductors are 
surrounded by a high coverage bare copper spiral shielding. The durable 
shielding gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA724/1.5 XLR male - 6.3 mm Jack male stereo Black 1.5m £7.95

CLA724/10 XLR male - 6.3 mm Jack male stereo Black 10.0m £18.40
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Audio Interconnects

XLR to XLR Y-Splits

The CLA735 and CLA736 uses Procab SIG155 oxygen free copper cable fitted 
with Procab’s own moulded connectors with a single XLR feeding two XLRs for 
splitting signals. 

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA735/1.5 1 x XLR female - 2 x XLR male Black 1.5m £16.10

CLA736/1.5 2 x XLR female - 1 x XLR male Black 1.5m £16.10

Stereo RCA Phono to Stereo RCA Phono

The CLA705 uses Procab SIG44 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded RCA phono connectors on each end.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA800/0.5 2 x RCA/Cinch male - 2x RCA/Cinch male Black 0.5m £5.35

CLA800/1 2 x RCA/Cinch male - 2x RCA/Cinch male Black 1.0m £5.65

CLA800/1.5 2 x RCA/Cinch male - 2x RCA/Cinch male Black 1.5m £6.40

CLA800/3 2 x RCA/Cinch male - 2x RCA/Cinch male Black 3.0m £7.65

CLA800/5 2 x RCA/Cinch male - 2x RCA/Cinch male Black 5.0m £8.45

3.81mm Terminal Block - 3.81mm Terminal Block

The CLA830 uses Procab SIG54 oxygen free copper cable terminated with 
3.81mm pitch pluggable (Phoenix style) connectors with strain relief.

Perfect for in-rack balanced line level connections between AUDAC equipment, 
saving time compared to in-field terminations.

CLA830/0.25 2 x terminal block - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 0.25m £11.50

CLA830/0.5 2 x terminal block - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 0.5m £12.00

CLA830/1 2 x terminal block - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.0m £13.30

CLA830/1.5 2 x terminal block - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.5m £14.30

CLA830/3 2 x terminal block - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 3.0m £19.20
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Audio Interconnects

Stereo RCA Phono to 3.81mm Terminal Block

The CLA832 uses Procab SIG54 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded RCA phono connectors at one end and 3.81mm pitch pluggable 
(Phoenix style) connectors with strain relief at the other.

Perfect for in-rack line level connections between AUDAC equipment, saving 
time compared to in-field terminations.

CLA832/0.5 2 x RCA/Cinch - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 0.5m £11.50

CLA832/1 2 x RCA/Cinch - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.0m £12.25

CLA832/1.5 2 x RCA/Cinch - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.5m £12.80

CLA832/3 2 x RCA/Cinch - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 3.0m £16.35

XLR Male to 3.81mm Terminal Block

The CLA834 uses Procab SIG54 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded XLR connectors at one end and 3.81mm pitch pluggable 
(Phoenix style) connectors with strain relief at the other.

Perfect for in-rack balanced line level connections between AUDAC equipment, 
saving time compared to in-field terminations.

CLA834/0.5 2 x XLR male - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 0.5m £14.30

CLA834/1 2 x XLR male - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.0m £16.10

CLA834/1.5 2 x XLR male - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.5m £17.15

CLA834/3 2 x XLR male - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 3.0m £21.20

XLR Female to 3.81mm Terminal Block

The CLA835 uses Procab SIG54 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded XLR connectors at one end and 3.81mm pitch pluggable 
(Phoenix style) connectors with strain relief at the other.

Perfect for in-rack balanced line level connections between AUDAC equipment, 
saving time compared to in-field terminations.

CLA835/0.5 2 x XLR female - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 0.25m £18.65

CLA835/1 2 x XLR female - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 0.5m £20.20

CLA835/1.5 2 x XLR female - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.0m £21.20

CLA835/3 2 x XLR female - 2 x terminal block (3p - 3.81mm) Black 1.5m £25.30
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Audio Interconnects

Stereo RCA Phono Extensions

The CLA850 uses Procab SIG44 oxygen free copper cable fitted with Procab’s 
own moulded RCA phono connectors; male on one end and female on the 
other. This is ideal for extending phono connections / cables.

The easy to handle PVC jacket is excellent for fixed indoor and mobile 
applications. The inner conductors are fitted with a durable shielding. This 
gives an excellent protection against interference.

CLA850/1.5 2 x RCA/Cinch female - 2 x RCA/Cinch male 1,5 meter Black 1.5m £6.65

CLA850/2 2 x RCA/Cinch female - 2 x RCA/Cinch male 2 meter Black 2.0m £5.10

CLA850/3 2 x RCA/Cinch female - 2 x RCA/Cinch male 3 meter Black 3.0m £8.45

CLA850/5 2 x RCA/Cinch female - 2 x RCA/Cinch male 5 meter Black 5.0m £10.50

XLR Male to XLR Female

The CLA901 uses Procab MC106 cable with copper spiral shielding for excellent 
protection against interference. Fitted with Procab’s own moulded XLR 
connectors, the flexible PVC cable also comes with clear heatshrink sleeving to 
protect any labels or tags you apply.

Perfect for microphone connections balanced line level connections between 
professional audio equipment.

CLA901/0.5 XLR male - XLR female 0,5 meter Black 0.5m £10.50

CLA901/1 XLR male - XLR female 1 meter Black 1.0m £10.75

CLA901/1.5 XLR male - XLR female 1,5 meter Black 1.5m £11.50

CLA901/3 XLR male - XLR female 3 meter Black 3.0m £13.05

CLA901/5 XLR male - XLR female 5 meter Black 5.0m £14.85

CLA901/10 XLR male - XLR female 10 meter Black 10.0m £20.45

CLA901/15 XLR male - XLR female 15 meter Black 15.0m £25.30

CLA901/20 XLR male - XLR female 20 meter Black 20.0m £31.45
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Video Interconnects - Copper

DisplayPort

The BSV150 is constructed from oxygen free copper with triple shielding and 
certified to support DP specifications 1.2.

This cable complies to the highest available certification standards in 
DisplayPort, supporting high resolutions up to 4K x 2K (3840 x 2160 @ 60 Hz) 
with a maximum HBR2 bandwidth of 21.6 Gbps as well as optional audio 
support.

BSV150/1.5 DisplayPort - DisplayPort Black 1.5m £11.00

BSV150/3 DisplayPort - DisplayPort Black 3.0m £14.85

BSV150/5 DisplayPort - DisplayPort Black 5.0m £20.45

HDMI - Connect Series 

The BSV110 is constructed from oxygen free copper with triple shielding.

Lengths below 10 metres support High Speed performance with ethernet 
capable of carrying 1080p signals, 4K x 2K cinema resolutions and 3D 
images. Lengths of 10 m and above are composed support standard speed 
performance with ethernet and can carry up to 1080i and 720p signals.

BSV110/0.5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 0.5m £6.65

BSV110/1 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 1.0m £7.15

BSV110/1.5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 1.5m £7.40

BSV110/2 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 2.0m £7.95

BSV110/3 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 3.0m £9.20

BSV110/5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 5.0m £12.00

BSV110/10 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 10.0m £27.10

HDMI - Classic Series

The CLV100 is constructed from oxygen free copper with triple shielding and 
features PROCAB moulded connectors with gold plated contacts.

Lengths below 10 metres support High Speed performance with ethernet 
and ARC capable of carrying 1080p signals, 4K cinema resolutions and 3D 
images. Lengths of 10 m and above are composed support standard speed 
performance with ethernet and can carry up to 1080i and 720p signals.

CLV100/1.5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 1.5m £20.00

CLV100/3 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 3.0m £27.50

CLV100/5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 5.0m £45.00

CLV100/7.5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 7.5m £62.50

CLV100/10 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 10.0m £77.50
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Video Interconnects - Copper

HDMI - Low Smoke, Halogen Free

The CLV2000 is constructed from oxygen free copper with triple shielding 
and low smoke, zero halogen insulation making it suitable for permanent 
installation in public buildings.

engths below 10 metres support High Speed performance with ethernet 
capable of carrying 1080p signals, 4K x 2K cinema resolutions and 3D 
images. Lengths of 10 m and above are composed support standard speed 
performance with ethernet and can carry up to 1080i and 720p signals.

CLV200/5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male - LSZH Jacket Black 5.0m £50.00

CLV200/7.5 HDMI A male - HDMI A male - LSZH Jacket Black 7.5m £67.50

CLV200/10 HDMI A male - HDMI A male  - LSZH Jacket Black 10.0m £85.00

USB-C DisplayPort 1.2 Alt - Low Smoke, Halogen Free

These slimline cables can go up to 4K@60Hz with a bandwidth of 21.6 Gbps. 
Due to its Hybrid (fiber and copper) active optical cable, it has superior 
performance in speed as well as distance.

The cable doesn’t require any additional power supplies, and the compact 
construction with high-quality finishing and Low Smoke & Halogen-free outer 
jacket makes it suitable for AV integration in permanent installations.

CLD635A/10 USB Type-C - USB Type-C - Active optical Black 10m £275.00

CLD635A/15 USB Type-C - USB Type-C - Active optical Black 15m £300.00

CLD635A/20 USB Type-C - USB Type-C - Active optical Black 20m £325.00

CLD635A/30 USB Type-C - USB Type-C - Active optical Black 30m £375.00

HDMI - Flexible with Fixed Connectors

The CLV210A is an active optical HDMI 2.0 cable for fixed installations. It is able 
to transmit resolutions up to ultra HD 4K 2160p (4096 x 2160) 4:4:4 at 60 Hz 
with a bandwidth of 18Gbps via OM3 fiber optical fiber technology.

The HighFlex jacket gives the cable good handling characteristics whilst the 
Semi-Lock™ connectors prevent against accidental unplugging from a device.. 

CLV210A/10 HDMI A male - HDMI A male - Active optical Black £120.00 £20.00

CLV210A/15 HDMI A male - HDMI A male - Active optical Black £135.00 £27.50

CLV210A/20 HDMI A male - HDMI A male - Active optical Black £145.00 £45.00

Video Interconnects - Active Optical for Long Distance
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Video Interconnects - Active Optical for Long Distance

HDMI - Low Smoke, Halogen Free with One Detatchable Connector 

The CLV215A is an active optical HDMI 2.0 cable for fixed installations. It 
can transmit resolutions up to UHD 4K 2160p (4096 x 2160) at 60 Hz with a 
bandwidth of 18Gbps via OM3 fiber optical fiber technology,  

The display end has a detatchable connector allowing the cable can be fitted 
through holes and straight tubes with diameters as small as 25 mm.

CLV215A/10 HDMI A male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 10m £145.00

CLV215A/15 HDMI A male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 15m £165.00

CLV215A/20 HDMI A male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 20m £185.00

CLV215A/30 HDMI A male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 30m £225.00

CLV215A/40 HDMI A male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 40m £265.00

HDMI - Low Smoke, Halogen Free with Two Detatchable Connectors 

The CLV220A is an active optical HDMI 2.0 cable for fixed installations. It 
can transmit resolutions up to UHD 4K 2160p (4096 x 2160) at 60 Hz with a 
bandwidth of 18Gbps via OM3 fiber optical fiber technology,  

Both ends feature detatchable connectors allowing the cable can be fitted 
through holes and straight tubes with diameters as small as 25 mm.

CLV220A/10 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 10m £205.00

CLV220A/15 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 15m £225.00

CLV220A/20 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 20m £245.00

CLV220A/30 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 30m £285.00

CLV220A/40 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 40m £310.00

CLV220A/50 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 50m £350.00

CLV220A/70 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 70m £420.00

CLV220A/100 HDMI A/D male - HDMI A/D male - Active optical Black 100m £530.00

HDMI - Flexible with Fixed Connectors - 8K Compatible

The CLV310A is an active optical HDMI 2.1 cable, designed for transmission of 
the next generation of 8K video content. It is able to transmit resolutions up to 
8K (7680 x 4320p) 4:4:4 at 60 Hz with a bandwidth of 48 Gbps via OM3 optical 
fiber technology.

Ready for future HDCP 2.3 content encryption, compatible with all current and 
emerging HDR standards (HLG, HDR-10 and HDR-10+, Dolby Vision, Perceptual 
Quantizer and SL-HDR-1) and compatible with eARC HD audio standard.

CLV310A/10 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 10m £180.00

CLV310A/15 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 15m £195.00

CLV310A/20 HDMI A male - HDMI A male Black 20m £205.00
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Bulk Loudspeaker Cable

Parallel / Shotgun Cable - Copper Clad Aluminium, PVC Jacket

The ALS series loudspeaker cables consist of two individual PVC insulated 
conductors without an overall jacket. This construction combined with the 
CCA (copper clad aluminium) conductor material results in a lighter weight, 
more flexible cable.

ALS07/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 0.75 mm² - 18 AWG Black 100m £30.00

ALS07/5 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 0.75 mm² - 18 AWG Black 500m £157.50

ALS15/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 100m £52.50

ALS15/5 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 500m £267.50

ALS25/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 100m £82.50

ALS25/5 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 500m £402.50

Round - Copper Clad Aluminium, PVC Jacket

BLS cables utilise CCA (copper clad aluminium) conductors for a more cost 
effective cable compared to pure copper. The smooth, round PVC jacket 
has good flexibility and handling characteristics and is easy to pull through 
containment. 

BLS207/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 0.75 mm²-18 AWG Black 100m £65.00

BLS207/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 0.75 mm²-18 AWG Black 300m £195.00

BLS215/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 100m £97.50

BLS215/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 300m £297.50

BLS215W/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG White 100m £97.50

BLS215W/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG White 300m £297.50

BLS225/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 100m £147.50

BLS225/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 300m £437.50

BLS225W/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG White 100m £147.50

BLS225W/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG White 300m £442.50
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CPR Certified Low Smoke Installation Loudspeaker Cable

EN50399 CPR Euroclass Cca-s1b,d0,a1

CLS loudspeaker cables are designed for permanent installation in public 
buildings, As such they are compliant to the latest Cca standards of the 
Construction Product Regulation (CPR) regarding fire and flammability 
resistance. Not all LSZH / LSOH cables have these certifications that are 
increasingly requested on construction projects.

The insulation material makes the cable suitable for indoor and outdoor use 
and in huimid environments. 

CLS215-CCA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 100m £225.00

CLS215-CCA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 300m £675.00

CLS215W-CCA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG White 100m £225.00

CLS225-CCA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 100m £335.00

CLS225-CCA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 300m £1,005.00

CLS225W-CCA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG White 100m £335.00

CLS240-CCA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 4 mm² - 11 AWG Black 100m £545.00

CLS240-CCA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 4 mm² - 11 AWG Black 300m £1,635.00

CLS425-CCA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 4 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 100m £520.00

CLS425-CCA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 4 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 300m £1,560.00

CLS440-CCA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 4 x 4 mm² - 11 AWG Black 300m £2,820.00

EN50399 CPR Euroclass B2ca-s1b,d0,a1

CLS loudspeaker cables are designed for permanent installation in public 
buildings, As such they are compliant to the latest more stringent B2ca 
standards of the Construction Product Regulation (CPR) regarding fire and 
flammability resistance. Not all LSZH / LSOH cables have these certifications 
that are increasingly requested on construction projects.

The insulation material makes the cable suitable for indoor and outdoor use 
and in huimid environments. 

CLS215-B2CA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 100m £285.00

CLS215-B2CA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 1.5 mm² - 16 AWG Black 300m £855.00

CLS225-B2CA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 100m £380.00

CLS225-B2CA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 2.5 mm² - 13 AWG Black 300m £1,135.00

CLS240-B2CA/1 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 4 mm² - 11 AWG Black 100m £630.00

CLS240-B2CA/3 Loudspeaker cable - 2 x 4 mm² - 11 AWG Black 300m £1,890.00
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Signal Cable

Small Diameter Balanced Mic / Line Shielded PVC

Perfect for rack cabling and pulling through tubes and ducts, BMC224 is a 
balanced audio cable composed of two stranded conductors and drain wire 
surrounded by al Al-mylar shielding in a flexible but durable PVC outer jacket. 

Stripping of both jacket and foil shielding can be done in one action for speed 
and ease when terminating with connectors. The highly effective shielding and 
twisted construction offers excellent immunity against noise and interference 
caused by external devices.

BMC224/1 Balanced audio / mic cable - 2 x 0.22 mm² - 24 AWG Black 100m £82.50

BMC224/3 Balanced audio / mic cable - 2 x 0.22 mm² - 24 AWG Black 300m £247.50

Stereo Balanced Line Shielded PVC

SIG58 is perfect for transmitting stereo balanced audio signals. Consisting 
of two seperate shieded twin conductor cables in a parallel / shotgun 
arrangement. The inner conductors are colour coded red/white and blue/white 
to ensure easy identification.

The flexible PVC jacket and copper spiral shielding provide good handling 
characteristics.

SIG58/1 Balanced signal cable - flex 4 x 0.16 mm² - 25 AWG Black 100m £147.50

SIG58/5 Balanced signal cable - flex 4 x 0.16 mm² - 25 AWG Black 500m £732.50

Microphone Cable Shielded PVC

MC105 and MC305 are general purpose microphone cables featurig a highly 
flexible PVC jacket and copper spiral shielding providing good handling 
characteristics. 

MC105 is more suited for fixed installations with its small diameter whilst the 
MC305 is perfect for mobile use with a cotton yarn filler providing additional 
strength.

MC105/1 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.125 mm² - 26 AWG Black 100m £57.50

MC305/1 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.23 mm²- 24 AWG Blue 100m £90.50
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CPR Certified Low Smoke Installation Signal Cable

Balanced Mic / Line - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Cca-s1b,d1,a1

Perfect for rack cabling and pulling through tubes and ducts, BMC224 is a 
balanced audio cable composed of two stranded conductors and drain wire 
surrounded by al Al-mylar shielding in a flexible but durable PVC outer jacket. 

Stripping of both jacket and foil shielding can be done in one action for speed 
and ease when terminating with connectors. The highly effective shielding and 
twisted construction offers excellent immunity against noise and interference 
caused by external devices.

CMC222-CCA/1 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.34 mm ² - 22 AWG Black 100m £150.00

CMC222-CCA/3 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.34 mm ² - 22 AWG Black 300m £455.00

CMC224-CCA/1 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.34 mm ² - 22 AWG Black 100m £135.00

CMC224-CCA/3 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.34 mm ² - 22 AWG Black 300m £400.00

Stereo Balanced Mic / Line - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Cca-s1b,d1,a1

SIG58 is perfect for transmitting stereo balanced audio signals. Consisting 
of two seperate shieded twin conductor cables in a parallel / shotgun 
arrangement. The inner conductors are colour coded red/white and blue/white 
to ensure easy identification.

The flexible PVC jacket and copper spiral shielding provide good handling 
characteristics.

CSB224-CCA/1 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.34 mm ² - 22 AWG Black 100m £380.00

CSB224-CCA/3 Balanced mic cable - flex 2 x 0.34 mm ² - 22 AWG Black 300m £1,150.00

Digital AES / EBU & DMX - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Cca-s1b,d1,a1

CMX222 (two core) and CMX422 (four core) cables have a characteristic 
impedance of 110 ohms so are perfectly suited for transmission of balanced 
digital audio AES-EBU signals and DMX512 lighting control.

Dual shielding using both aluminium foil and braiding ensure excellent 
immunity against interference. 

CMX222-CCA/1 DMX-AES 110 ohm cable – 2 x 0.34 mm² Black 100m £205.00

CMX222-CCA/3 DMX-AES 110 ohm cable – 2 x 0.34 mm² Black 300m £615.00

CMX422-CCA/1 DMX 110 ohm cable – 4 x 0.34 mm² Black 100m £250.00

CMX422-CCA/3 DMX 110 ohm cable – 4 x 0.34 mm² Black 300m £745.00
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CPR Certified Low Smoke CAT Data Cable

CAT6 Unshielded - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Certified

CCT60U series data cables are unshielded CAT6 with solid conductors suitable 
for 1000Base-T (Gigabit) Ethernet networks.

Available with three different CPR Euroclass ratings for fire and flammability 
resistance in fixed installation, these cables are ideal fro installation in public 
buildings. 

CCT60U-DCA/3 CAT6 U/UTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Dca Black 300m £270.00

CCT60U-CCA/3 CAT6 U/UTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Cca Black 300m £310.00

CCT60U-B2CA/3 CAT6 U/UTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass B2ca Black 300m £365.00

CAT6A Foil Shielded - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Certified

CCT65F series data cables are CAT6A cables where each twisted pair is foil 
shielded; suitable for 10GBase-T (10 Gigabit) Ethernet networks.

Available with three different CPR Euroclass ratings for fire and flammability 
resistance in fixed installation, these cables are ideal fro installation in public 
buildings. 

CCT65F-DCA/3 CAT6A U/FTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Dca Black 300m £375.00

CCT65F-CCA/3 CAT6A U/FTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Dca Black 300m £415.00

CCT65F-B2CA/3 CAT6A U/FTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Dca Black 300m £475.00

CAT7 S/FTP Braid and Foil Shielded - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Certified

CCT70S CCA is a CAT7 cables where each twisted pair is foil shielded in 
addition to an overall braided shield. Designed for very high data rates 
including 10GBase-T (10 Gigabit) Ethernet networks.

With CPR Euroclass Cca-s1a,d1,a1 certification for fire and flammability 
resistance in fixed installation, these cables are ideal fro installation in public 
buildings. 

CCT70S-CCA/3 CAT7 S/FTP 23 AWG - EN50399 CPR Euroclass Cca Black 300m £435.00
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RJ45 Terminations

Toolless RJ45 Plugs

Suitable for field termination of both stranded and solid CAT6A or lower 
classes of cable. Can support up to 10 Gigabit Ethernet.

The push-down contacts provide reliable termination without the use of 
specialist crimping tools.

  

VCR526A/S CAT6A toolless RJ45 modular plug Shielded Silver / Blue 1 Piece £10.00

VCR526A/U CAT6A toolless RJ45 modular plug Unshielded Violet 1 Piece £5.00

RJ45 Keystone Modules

RJ45 Keystone modules simplify termination of data patch panels. The VCK510 
back to back connectors (couplers) can be used along with pre-terminate 
patch cables.

The VCK526 modules allow toolless terminations of both solid and stranded 
CAT6 cables. Terminated modules can be housed in rack panels such as the 
BSK124.  

VCK510/S Keystone CAT6  Back-to-back RJ45 - RJ45 Shielded 1 Piece £5.60

VCK526/U Keystone CAT6 jack IDC termination 180° Unshielded 1 Piece £2.30

VCK526/S Keystone CAT6 jack IDC termination 180° Shielded 1 Piece £5.40

VCK526A/S Keystone CAT6A shielded jack IDC termination 180° Shielded 1 Piece £6.40

Keystone Rack Panels

BSK1254 is an unloaded 1U 19” panel with 24 holes for accepting snap-in 
Keystone modules such as the VCK510 and VCK526. An integral lacing bar 
provides strain relief and allows for a neater installation in the rack.

Modular patch panels allow for easier termination of cables, simple servicing 
and for ports to be re-arranged without re-termination.

BSK124 1U 24-hole Keystone panel - unloaded Black 1 Piece £23.00


